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Gregory Daigle

The players are chieftains of the resplendent Hawaiian islands, an archipelago that 
speckles the vastness of the Pacific Ocean. Hawaii, the main island, is densely populated 
– an extraordinary blur of activity. The fishermen fish, the surfers surf, the dancers dance 

– as beautiful in their own way as the tropical fruits that grow from and decorate the 
breathtaking landscape. In addition to the many sites to visit on the mainland, there are 

islets off the coast that beg to be discovered.
Yet, as beautiful as the mainland might be, the chieftains are responsible for the cultivation 
and prosperity of their own villages. Daily, you must ask yourselves how you might best 
serve your village. Should you irrigate for increased fruit cultivation? Promote the talents 

of your village’s finest surfers and dancers? Invest in your fishermen? Train kahunas? Who 
among you will strike the balance required to become the chieftain that history remembers?

For 2-5 players, aged 13 and up 
60-90 minutes
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GAME SETUP

Contents
 1  game board frame/ 

scoring track (6 pieces)
 10  Island sites
 5  game round markers
 1  cloth bag
 25  Price tokens  

(numbered 2-6)
 10 Islet tiles
 126  Location tiles
 20  small wooden shells 

(value of 1)
 11  large wooden shells 

(value of 5)
 30  large wooden feet  

(value of 1)
 5  small wooden feet  

(value of 5)
 20  small wooden fruit  

(value of 1)
 2  large wooden fruit  

(value of 5)
 5  player boards
 5  chieftains
 10  mini-chiefs
 5  two-foot boats
 5  player screens
 5  50/100 score tiles

1. Assemble the 6 puzzle pieces 
of the game board frame. Shuffle 
the 10 Island sites and lay them 
faceup in the frame to create a 
randomly generated board. The 
board to the right is one of three 
million possible permutations.

7. Finally, choose another player 
to be the banker. This player will 
be in charge of the bag and Price 
tokens. She places all the Price 
tokens into the bag, mixes them 
well, and places them on the board 
as described on page 4.

5. Each player should have 
a mini-chief in the cloth 
bag. Draw mini-chiefs, one 
at a time, and place them on 
the turn order track on the 
beach to determine the order 
of play for the first round of 
the game. These mini-chiefs 
will be used to indicate turn 
order in later rounds as well.

6. Choose one player to be the warehouse manager. This player will man-
age and distribute the supply of shells, feet, and fruit tokens throughout the 
game. Position the supply of tokens within easy reach of that player.
This player then distributes 13 shells        and 7 feet        to 
each player (as indicated by the reverse side of the first 
round marker), which they place behind their screens.     

In addition, and only at the beginning of the game, he 
gives 2 fruit to the player 2nd in turn order, 3 fruit to the 3rd, 4 to the 4th, and 
5 to the 5th in turn order. The first player in turn order receives no fruit.

2nd player:                 fruit 3rd player:

4th player: 5th player:

Players keep these resources hidden behind their screen.

Ensure that the first round marker is faceup (with a 9 on 
the shell).
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2. Now lay the 126 Location tiles on the appropriate 
Island sites. Most Location tiles have different front and 
back sides. I marks the front side, and II marks the back 
side. 
Front    Back
(Side I)    (Side II)

Place these tiles so that the front side (the I side) is faceup.

5 shell huts

5 foot huts

5 spear huts

5 exchange huts

5 long huts

5 irrigations

10 hula dancers

16 fruits (4 breadfruit, 4 taro,    

4 coconut, 4 banana)

8 boats

10 surfers

25 kahunas

15 tikis

12 god tiles shuffled to create 
two stacks of 6 gods

All of these are described in details in the rules  
supplement.

3. Each player chooses a color and takes the player board, player 
screen, boat, chieftains, two mini-chiefs (score chief and turn order 
chief) and 50/100 score token in that color. Each player plac-
es his player board and screen in front of him. He places his 
boat to the left of his player board. He places one mini-chief 
on space 0 of the score track, and the other into the cloth bag. 
He places his chieftain on the beach.

4. Shuffle the Islet tiles and place the pile 
facedown next to the docks. Draw and place 
islets faceup to fill the 4 docks on the beach. 
Sort the game round markers according to 
the number depicted on the turtle shell so 
that the 17 is at the bottom and the 9 is on 
top, and place this pile of tiles on its desig-
nated spot on the beach.

5. Each player should have 
a mini-chief in the cloth 
bag. Draw mini-chiefs, one 
at a time, and place them on 
the turn order track on the 
beach to determine the order 
of play for the first round of 
the game. These mini-chiefs 
will be used to indicate turn 
order in later rounds as well.

Lay out the kahunas 
and tikis into two 
roughly equal piles on 
their Island site.
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Draw and place the Price tokens (these determine the price of Location tiles)
• Each Island site features 1, 2, or 3 turtle shells on which the Price tokens will be placed: one turtle shell 

featuring a number between 5 and 12, and zero to two unnumbered turtle shells.
• Price tokens will be drawn for each of the turtle shells. Start from the bottom left and proceed to the right, one 

row after another.

The banker does the following for each Island site:
• The banker draws one token from the bag to place number-side up on each unnumbered turtle shell (at 

this time, the color of the tile/presence of spears is irrelevant). Skip this step for Island sites that feature no 
unnumbered turtle shells.  

Example of an Island site with 3 turtle shells: the 
banker draws 2 Price tokens from the bag and plac-
es them faceup on the unnumbered turtle shells. The 
order is irrelevant.

• Then, the banker draws one Price token for the numbered turtle shell. Before placing this token, 
the banker determines the sum of all Price tokens drawn for that Island site.

• If this sum is equal to or smaller than the number printed on the numbered turtle shell, the banker 
places the drawn Price token on the numbered turtle shell.

Example: The sum of the 3 Price tokens (3 + 5 + 
3 = 11) is smaller than the number printed on the 
remaining turtle shell (12). The banker places the 
token on the numbered turtle shell.

• If the sum is greater than the number printed on the numbered turtle shell, the banker places the drawn Price to-
ken fish-side up in the fishing cove found on the beach. That numbered turtle shell will remain empty this round.

• Note: One Price token must be drawn for each turtle shell. Even if it is impossible for a valid Price token to  
be drawn and placed on a numbered turtle shell, a Price token must still be drawn – it will be placed in the  
fishing cove. 

Example: The sum of the 3 
Price tokens (3 + 5 + 6 = 14) 
is greater than the number 

printed on the remaining turtle shell (12). The last drawn 
Price token is placed fish-side up in the fishing cove, and 
the numbered turtle shell remains empty.

Example of a site with 2 turtle shells: The sum of the 
2 Price tokens (4 + 5 = 9) is greater than the number 
printed on the remaining turtle shell (6). The last drawn 
Price token is placed fish-side up in the fishing cove, and 
the numbered turtle shell remains empty.

Example of a site with 1 turtle shell: This site has no un-
numbered turtle shells. The banker draws only one Price 
token. If the token’s number is less than or equal to 5, 

the banker places the Price token on the numbered 
turtle shell. If the token’s number is a 6, it is placed 
fish-side up in the fishing cove, and the numbered 
turtle shell remains empty.

1 turtle shell

2 turtle shells

3 turtle shells

unnumbered numbered
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• Once the banker is finished drawing and placing 
Price tokens for each of the Island sites, she must 
then draw a number of tokens equal to one fewer 
than the number of players. Of the Price tokens 
drawn in this way, the lowest numbered token is 
placed on the turtle shell below the number 2 of the 
turn order track. Of those Price tokens remaining, 
the lowest is then placed on the turtle shell below 
the number 3 of the turn order track, and so on. If 
two or more of the drawn Price tokens feature the 
same number, those marked with spears are considered to have a higher value. Now, there should be a Price 
token below each mini-chief on the turn order track, except the first.

Preparation is complete and the game begins.

Goal of the game
Players develop their home island (player board) throughout the game. They may construct as many 
as 5 villages, build boats in order to trade, train kahunas, and honor the gods. The players will have 
opportunities to score points throughout the game, but the winning chieftain will not be known until after 
final scoring is completed.

The game is played over 5 rounds. Each round consists of the following two phases: 
I. Chieftain actions 
II. End of the round 
After 5 rounds, players proceed to final scoring and determine the winner.

I. Chieftain actions
The players move their chieftains to the different sites to purchase Location tiles and 
along the beach to fish, visit neighboring islets, or to end their participation in the 
current round. 
The player whose mini-chief occupies the first spot of the turn order track takes the first turn. The player 
whose mini-chief occupies the second spot follows, and so on. 
It is therefore important to note that Hawaii is not necessarily played in clockwise order – you must 
always follow the turn order track. 
Once each player has taken a turn, play continues with the player whose mini-chief occupies the first spot of 
the turn order track. This continues until all players have ended their participation in the round by committing 
their chieftain to the turn order track. Players then proceed to the end of the round phase.

How do you move your chieftain?
A player may move his chieftain from the beach to a site, from one site to another site, from a site to the beach, 
from one place on the beach to another place on the beach, or choose not to 
move his chieftain. In doing so, a player must follow these rules:

• All chieftains start each round on the beach.
• Moving 1 step from the beach to an adjacent Island site costs 1 foot.
• Moving 1 step from one Island site to an adjacent Island site costs  

1 foot (diagonal movement is allowed).
• A chieftain may take several steps in order to traverse several Island 

sites in a single turn, paying 1 foot for each step taken.
• Choosing not to move your chieftain costs 1 foot.
• Any movement ending in a place on the beach costs no feet.
• A player may not move to the beach and then to an Island site in the same turn.

Example for a 4-player game 
(when playing with fewer 
than 5 players, extra Price 
tokens remain in the bag)

Remains 
empty

Only the bottom two Island sites 
are adjacent to the beach.
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Examples:

Where can I move my chieftain?
• To any of the 10 Island sites that have both 1 or more Location tiles and 1 or more Price tokens, or the 

available spots on the beach (described later).
•  Note: It is possible for Island sites with only one turtle shell to start a round without a Price token.
• A player must purchase a Location tile at the Island site to which he moves his chieftain. A player may not 

choose to move to an Island site where they are unable to complete a purchase.
• If an Island site does not have at least 1 Location tile and 1 Price token, a chieftain may not end its move-

ment there. A chieftain may still move through such an Island site. 
• Likewise, a chieftain may not choose to stay at an Island site that does not have at least 1 Location tile and 

1 Price token.

Examples:

• Note: The presence of a chieftain does not prevent the movement of another chieftain to or through an 
Island site.

Purchasing Location tiles
• After moving a chieftain to an Island site, the player must purchase one available Location tile. If two types 

are available, the player may choose freely which Location tile to purchase. If only one type is available, 
the player must purchase that tile. Only one tile may be purchased per turn.

• To purchase the tile, a player chooses one of the available Price tokens at that Island site, places it number-
side up in his play area, and pays a number of shells equal to the number on the Price token. These Price 
tokens are kept by the players for use during the end of the round phase.

• The player then takes the chosen Location tile and adds it to his play area, as described in the rules supple-
ment. 
 

Example: 
Red chooses to purchase an exchange hut and uses it to start a new village. 
She takes the only available Price token, places it number-side up in her play 
area and pays 3 shells to the bank. Afterwards, she takes the hut and uses it to 
start a new village.

The red chieftain may move through the Island site with 
long huts to reach the site with spear and exchange huts, 
since there is still a Price token there.

x
The red chieftain may not move to the 
Island site with long huts as there are no 
Price tokens there.

A 2-step move  
costs 2 feet.

Diagonal move-
ment is permitted.

Moving to the beach 
costs nothing.

Staying at an Island site (i.e. 
not moving) costs 1 foot.
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Location tiles: Side I and Side II
• When purchasing a Location tile, a player chooses whether to pay the value depicted on the Price token OR 

double that amount. If he pays the depicted value, he takes the tile and places it in his play area with  
side I faceup. If he pays double the depicted value, he takes the tile and places it in his play area with 
side II faceup.

• Kahuna and tiki tiles are identical on both sides. If a player pays the depicted value, he simply takes 1 tile. 
If he pays double the depicted value, he takes 2 of that tile.

• Regardless of what a player chooses to pay, the used Price token is placed number-side up in his play area.
 

Additional rules regarding Location tiles
• The player must be able to immediately add the tile to his play area. If he cannot do so, he may not pur-

chase the tile.
• Once a tile has been added to a player’s play area, it is locked in place. The player may not choose to move 

or flip the tile on a later turn.
• Note: Rules regarding the placement, abilities, and values of Location tiles can be found in the supplement.

Chieftains on the beach
The beach consists of 3 separate sites a chieftain may visit: 
1. The fishing cove, where a chieftain may fish. 
2. The docks, where a chieftain may visit one of the four islets. 
3. The 5 spaces of the turn order track (above the round marker).

Note: All actions performed at the fishing cove and docks must be paid for in feet rather than shells. 

In general:  Location tiles are paid for with shells. 
Chieftain movement is paid for with feet. 
Fish and islet visits are paid for with feet and boats (explained on the following page). 

The use of fruit is explained in the supplement.

fishing cove

docks

turn order 
track

round 
marker

x

Red pays 3 shells and places 
side I of the exchange hut in 
her village.

Red pays 6 shells and places 
side II of the exchange hut in 
her village.

Examples:
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1. The fishing cove
• When a player’s chieftain ends its movement at the fishing cove, the player purchases one or more available 

Fish tokens and places them fish-side up in his play area (note: these are inverted Price tokens). Like the Price 
tokens, the Fish tokens will be used during the end of the round phase.

• Each Fish token (regardless of the number of fish depicted) costs exactly 1 foot. A player must also have 
sufficient space available in his fishing boats for the total number of fish purchased (1 foot symbol per Fish 
token). All fishing boats used to purchase fish are rotated to indicate that they may not be used again this round. 

Example: Red moves her chieftain to the fishing cove. She  
pays 1 foot and rotates her fishing boat (indicating that it may 
not be used again this round). She then takes the Fish token 
depicting 3 fish and places it in her play area. (Her fishing boat 
has 2 foot symbols. She could have purchased a second fish with 
the same boat, for which she would have paid 1 additional foot.) 

2. The docks
• When a player’s chieftain ends it movement at the docks, he chooses the islet he wishes to visit and places 

his chieftain at the corresponding dock. 
• The player must first pay for visiting the islet. He pays a number of feet as indicated by the corresponding 

dock. Additionally, the player must rotate enough boats to accommodate the number of feet paid. If a player 
is unable to both pay the number of feet indicated and rotate boats with sufficient foot symbols, then that 
player may not move his chieftain to that dock. 
 
 
 
 
 

• The player then moves his score mini-chief forward on the scoring track to record the points awarded at 
that dock.

• Then the player receives the reward depicted on the Islet tile (Location tiles or additional points).

• The visited islet is placed faceup under the Islet tile draw pile.

• If a player is unable to place the depicted Location tile in his play area, or there are no Location tiles of the 
corresponding type left, he scores only the points indicated on the dock.

A hula dancer is depicted on the Islet tile. Red 
takes a hula dancer from the corresponding 
Island site and places it in a village.

By sending out her boats from the second dock, Red immediately 
scores 3 points. 

Example: As indicated by the corresponding dock, 
Red pays 4 feet and rotates boats with sufficient foot 
symbols. The boats have space for 5 feet, but the dock 
only required a payment of 4. Regardless, the boats 
are rotated and may not be used again this round.

Note: When all tiles in the Islet tile draw pile are 
faceup, shuffle the tiles and place them facedown 
to create a new islet draw pile. (See page 10)
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3. The turn order track
• If the player cannot or does not wish to purchase anything else, he moves his chieftain to an unoccupied 

turtle shell of his choice under the turn order track, thereby ending his participation in the current round. 
He takes, at no cost, the corresponding Price token (except when choosing the first shell, where there is no 
Price token) and places it number-side up in his play area. Players who have not yet moved their chieftain 
to the turn order track continue to play their turns as normal. Once all chieftains have been moved to the 
turn order track, players proceed to the end of the round phase.

• The round marker remains in place, as it is required for the end of the round phase.
 
Example: Red moves her chieftain to the second spot under the 
turn order track. She takes the corresponding Price token and 
places it in her play area. In the next round, Red will play second.

 

II. End of the round
At the end of each round, points are awarded, and players receive a supply of shells, feet (and possibly fruit) for the 
following round.

• To determine who scores points, each player adds his Price tokens (the number) and fish (the number of 
fish). All players compare this sum to the large number on the left of the round marker. If a player’s sum is 
less than the large number, the player does not score any points. If the player’s sum is equal to or greater 
than the large number, the player will score points as described below.

• The player with the greatest sum gains points equal to the number below the     . on the round marker. The 
player with the second greatest sum gains points equal to the number below the        on the round marker.  
If several players tie for the greatest sum, all tied players gain points equal to the number below the        , 
and no player receives the second place points. If one player had the greatest sum, but several players tie for 
the second greatest sum, all tied players gain points equal to the number below the       . All players who had 
a sum equal to or greater than the large number, but did not receive points for having the greatest or second 
greatest sum, gain points equal to the number below the       .

Example of points gained  
at the end of round 1:

       = 14                             = 11

            = 11            = 11

            = 9                  = 10

      = 8             = 9

At the end of the first round, Red, Green  
and Blue have sums equal to or greater  
than the large number of 9.  
These players will score points.
Red has the greatest sum (14) and scores 8 points.
Green has the second greatest sum (11) and scores 
5 points.
Blue scores 2 points.
Yellow has a sum less than the large number and 
scores no points.

 All players have sums equal to or greater than the 
large number of 9. All players will score points.
Red and Green are tied for the greatest sum (11) 
and each score 8 points.
Because there was a tie for first, second place
points are not awarded.
Blue and Yellow each score 2 points. It does not 
matter that Blue has a greater sum than Yellow.
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• After points are awarded, the warehouse manager distributes shells, feet, and possibly fruit to the players.
• Each player receives shells and feet equal to the corresponding number on the current round marker.
• Players may also receive additional shells, feet, and fruit according to the Location tiles in their villages.
 
Example:
  Red         Blue

Both players receive the depicted  
supply of 10 shells and 6 feet.

Players with Location tiles depicting shells, feet, or fruit receive these resources at the end of each round 
(except the fifth) in addition to the basic allotment provided by the round marker.
Note: The basic allotment of resources provided by the round marker decreases each round.

• The warehouse manager then places the top round marker into the box.
• The banker arranges the turn order mini-chiefs to reflect the order of chieftains below them. They now 

indicate the turn order for the following round. 
• The banker takes all Price/Fish tokens and places them in the bag, mixes them, and places them again 

according to the rules on page 4.
• Remaining islets are moved left to occupy the leftmost 

docks, and new islets are drawn to fill the vacant docks 
(as mentioned earlier, if all islets in the draw pile are 
faceup, shuffle them to form a new facedown draw pile). 

• All players return their fishing boats to their horizontal position to indicate that they are ready to be used in 
the following round.

The first phase of the next round begins. The player whose mini-chief occupies the first spot of the turn order 
takes his turn, and the other players follow in turn order.

Important: At the end of the fifth round, end of the round points are scored as normal, and players proceed 
directly to final scoring. Do not distribute resources at the end of the fifth round.

Before proceeding to the rules for final scoring on page 12, we recommend that you familiarize yourself  
with the rules supplement and the following example that details the first round from the perspective of the 
Red player.

Example: The islet occupying the third dock is 
moved left to occupy the second dock. The now 
vacant third and fourth docks are filled with islets 
from the draw pile.

Red receives 2 additional shells, as she has 
a shell hut and the god KANE.

Blue receives 2 fruits, as he has 
a side II fruit tile.
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Example of the first round:
Red moves her chieftain from the 
beach to the Island site offering 
long huts. She pays 1 foot       for 
the movement of 1 step. She takes 
and places the Price token (      ) in 
her play area, and pays double the 
depicted value (2 x 2 = 4 shells)                    

          , because she chose side II. 

She takes a long hut and places it 
side II up in her play area, creating 
a second village.

 
Green, Blue, and Yellow take their turns according to the turn order track. Red then takes another turn.  
(This example only describes the actions of the Red player)

Red moves from the long hut site to the Island site offering shell and foot huts. 
She pays 1 foot for the movement of 1 step. She takes the Price token marked 
with a 3 and pays the depicted value (3 shells). She chooses to purchase a shell 
hut and places it side I up in the first village.

From there, Red moves to the Island site offering gods. She pays 2 feet for 
the movement of 2 steps. She takes the Price token marked with a 5 and pays 
the depicted value (5 shells). She chooses the KANE god and places it side I 
up in the first village. 

Red moves back to the beach to occupy the second spot below the turn 
order track. She pays nothing for a movement ending on the beach. She takes the 
corresponding Price token, marked with a 3, for which she pays nothing. Red has 
ended her participation in the current round and secures the second spot in turn order 
for the following round.

End of the round: Red has Price tokens totalling a sum of 13, which is greater than the large number on 
the round marker. She will score points; the number of points will depend on the sums gathered by the other 
players. Her remaining resources are kept behind her screen for the following round.
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Final scoring (after the fifth round)
 •  The player whose chieftain occupies the first spot below the turn order track scores 2 points.
A village (row of the player board and the kahuna to its left) that does not share a column with the 
player’s leftmost tiki is removed from the game and scores NO points.
Players score points for the following (consult the supplement for the value of each tile): 
 • Kahunas  • Gods: KANALOA and LAKA  • Irrigation systems  • Hula dancers  • Long huts – side II 
The value of irrigation systems and hula dancers is determined by the tiles in the same village. The value of 
KANALOA and LAKA is determined by all villages that share a column with the leftmost tiki.   
The player with the most points wins. If there is a tie, the tied player with the most remaining resources wins. 
If there is still a tie, the tied player wearing the nicer hula skirt wins. If there is still a tie, tied players rejoice 
in a shared victory.
Example 1: 
Before final scoring: the 1st and 4th villages do 
not share a column with the player’s leftmost 
tiki, causing the villages’ kahunas and Location 
tiles to be removed from the game without scor-
ing points. 
Final scoring: the kahunas of the 2nd and 3rd vil-
lages, the LAKA and KANALOA gods, the hula 
dancer and the irrigation system score the following points: 
Kahunas in village 2 and 3: 5 + 10 = 15 points 
KANALOA I: scores 2 points for every boat and every surfer: 
2 x 4 = 8 points 
LAKA II: scores 2 points for each fruit symbol on the fruit 
tiles (not for the player’s wooden fruit resources): 2 x 4 = 8 points 
Hula Dancer I: scores 1 point for each Location tile in the hula dancer’s village: 1 x 7 = 7 points 
Irrigation system: there are 3 fruit tiles in the irrigation system’s village: 6 points 
The player scores 44 points for her villages and records it on the score track.

Example 2: 
Before final scoring: the 3rd village does not share 
a column with the player’s leftmost tiki, causing 
the village’s kahuna and Location tiles to be re-
moved from the game without scoring points. 
Kahunas in village 1 and 2: 5 + 5 = 10 points 
LAKA I: 1 point per fruit symbol: 1 x 4 = 4 points 
Hula dancer II in village 1: 2 points per Location 
tile: 2 x 5 = 10 points 
Hula dancer I in village 2: 1 point per Location 
tile: 1 x 8 = 8 points 
Irrigation system: 4 fruit tiles: 10 points 
The player scores 42 points for his villages and records it on the score track.
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